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CONCEPT
The Protocol is a contemporary dance-theatre work:
- Three unfortunate characters find themselves in an unwanted
situation: they have been chosen to be the ambassadors for the
first encounter between humans and unknown visitors.
- Their mission is to develop a strategy (a protocol) to understand
the outsider and survive this peculiar meeting.
- Themes explored: inner fears, contradictions, prejudices and
empathy.
Available in three formats:
- An outdoor work
- An indoor work for traditional and non-traditional theatre
venues
- A short film

Available for touring from Summer 2021 onwards.
The Protocol’s first R&D took place in September 2020 (all pictures in
this dossier were taken during rehearsals), then followed by a second
R&D in December 2020. The piece is available for touring from
Summer 2021 onwards.
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OUTDOOR WORK
As an outdoor work, The Protocol would be best suited in small squares or courtyards
(including schoolyards) to retain a sense of intimacy with our audience. As the
performance features occasional text.
DETAILS
Length: 17 minutes
Style: Contemporary dance and physical theater
Occasional text based on original script (in English)
Props provided by the Company (microphone and other props)
Link to first public sharing in Majorca, December 2020:
https://vimeo.com/494818440/ffb21f0bcd
TECH SPECIFICATIONS
Sound amplification and 1 sound desk
1 sound technician ideally (if not possible we can find another way)
No lighting equipment required
Flat level surface or elevated stage (min 6x6m2 required for performance space)
Get in time : 1 hour / Get out: 30 minutes
Suitable for an audience of up to 250 (the audience can be socially distanced and
standing or seated)
Outdoor work best suited for daytime performances (see above link)
COST
£2,000 per performance
Touring crew: 4/5 people (3 dancers, 1 director, 1 technician)
This fee covers:
2 performances a day
One workshop or talk depending on your needs
Travel/accommodation/per diems covered by venue/festival
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INDOOR WORK
As an indoor performance, The Protocol can be presented in any non-traditional theatre
space, such as a gallery, foyer, hall, etc. The show is designed so that the audience stands all
around the performance space.
DETAILS
Length: 17 minutes
Style: Contemporary dance and physical theater
Script: Full script (in English)
Set provided by the Company (Harlequin lino floor, microphone and other props)
Link to first public sharing in Majorca, December 2020:
https://vimeo.com/494818440/ffb21f0bcd
TECH SPECIFICATIONS
4 speakers and 1 sound table
1 technician
Lino floor provided by the Company (optional)
No lighting equipment required
Flat leveled surface (min 6x6m2 required for performance space)
Get in time : 1.30 hour / Get out: 1h
Suitable for an audience of up to 250 guests (the audience can be socially distanced and
standing or seated)
COST
£2,000 per performance
Touring crew: 5 people (3 dancers, 1 director, 1 technician)
This fee covers:
2 performances a day
One workshop or talk depending on your needs
Travel/accommodation/per diems covered by venue/festival
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SHORT FILM
The Protocol short film is a digital work offering an entirely different take on the indoor and outdoor
performances.
Directed by Avatâra Ayuso as part of a tryptic of works based on the same concept, The Protocol is
filmed using a colourful, eccentric and retro-vintage cinematic language where the performers in confidence to
the viewer, express their thoughts, exposing their contradictions, fears and worries about our relationship with
the other. This digital take on The Protocol was inspired by our society’s virtual encounters that have become
so indispensable and frequent in our current working realities.
The film can be presented in theatre foyers, gallery spaces or halls or projected alongside other digital works.
Subtitles can be available if necessary.
AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS INTERNATIONALLY:
6 WINNER, 2 FINALIST, 8 OFFICIAL SELECTIONS
For more awards and recognitions visit: https://www.avadancecompany.com/the-protocol-film.html
DETAILS:
Directed and Edited by Avatâra Ayuso
Lighting/cameraman: Gary Tanner
Length: 12 minutes
The Protocol Film will be available for distribution from December 2020.
Watch the trailer here: https://vimeo.com/473187019
Watch the full movie here: https://vimeo.com/485899718/8e16745d31
TECH SPECIFICATIONS:
To offer the audience the best experience, the film should be projected on a large screen or wall, in a closed
space if possible (preferably no TVs or computer screens). We are happy to consider other ideas.
COST
£600 per day. The film can be projected as many times as the organisation considers on that given day. (The
cost covers the team’s IP rights.)
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AUDIENCE TARGET
The show is suitable for all audiences including family audiences.
It has already been presented, in a socially distanced setting, to children and
adults, as well as a non-English speaking audience and worked very well in both
cases. (Audience feedback below)
”Colourful”, “Fresh”
“Funny”, “Highly physical”
“Engaging”, “Surprising”
“Multicultural”
“Perfect for outdoors”
“Unexpected!”
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AVATÂRA AYUSO
AVATÂRA AYUSO is a choreographer, Artistic Director of AVA DANCE COMPANY, a cultural leader
and activist in the dance world. She trained in ballet, Argentinean Tango, contemporary dance
and Linguistics. In 2005 she became part of the D.A.N.C.E. programme under the artistic
direction of William Forsythe, Wayne McGregor, Frédéric Flamand and Angelin Preljocaj. She
obtained a Postgraduate Degree in Dance from Palucca Hochschule Dresden. She was Associate
Artist of the European Centre for the Arts Hellerau Dresden (Germany) from 2010 to 2018 and
has been an Associate Company of Creative Academy Slough (UK) since 2014. She was
nominated for the 2015 UK National Dance Awards and nominated again in the 2019 UK
National Dance Awards for Outstanding Female Modern Performance. She is a long standingcreative team member of Shobana Jeyasingh Dance. She is also a Resident Artist at the Teatro
del Lago in Chile.
Avatâra founded ɅVɅ DANCE COMPANY in 2008 developing relationships with artists from
different cultures and artistic disciplines. Her practice aims to overcome eurocentrism by
promoting cultural exchanges. In her most recent projects, she collaborated with artists from
Burkina Faso, Japan, Senegal, Taiwan, Morocco and Nunavut (Canadian Arctic). Avatâra has
created and produced both short and full length productions, and has been commissioned,
among others, by the European Centre for the Arts Hellerau Dresden, Tanzhaus Düsseldorf, Los
Teatros del Canal de Madrid, Northern School of Contemporary Dance, Palucca Schule Dresden,
Colnaghi Gallery, Ministry of Culture of Azerbaijan, National Taipei University of the Arts and
the Venice Biennale of Architecture 2018 with Goethe Institute. In the UK, her collaborations
have included large organisations such as Sadler's Wells Theatre, BBC Young Dancer, Royal
Opera House, and Royal Academy of Dance.
Alongside choreographing and running ɅVɅ DANCE COMPANY, Avatâra works in the medium
of dance film direction (Dance Pumpkin Dance, Tokyo Tokyo and I Am Raja). She also teaches
professional and company classes in ballet and contemporary dance. She is also the founder of
AWA DANCE (Advancing Women’s Aspirations with Dance), a charity fully committed to
empowering women and girls in and out the dance sector.
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For booking and touring

CONTACT US
Ornella Salloum
Company Producer
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www.avadancecompany.com/
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